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Sevenoaks and Tonbridge Band (STB) Uniform Policy
Reviewed following 2019 AGM
Uniform Standards
This uniform policy is provided to ensure that everyone in the both the Concert and Training
bands are dressed professionally and uniformly for performances. If in doubt as to what to
wear, stay as conservative as possible. Members who arrive for a concert inappropriately
dressed may not be allowed to perform.
Both bands wear a similar uniform, all black for women and black and white for men. The
bands are differentiated by the colour of the scarves, ties and stand banners. The concert
band wears red, the Training band wears blue.
All members are encouraged to have black music stands for performances.
The uniform rep for both bands is Ruth Sargent (alto sax)
Men
White smart long-sleeved shirt
Black smart trousers
Red or blue STB tie
Black socks
Black shoes

Women
Plain black, floor length dress with long or 3/4
sleeves
OR
Long black skirt, or black smart trousers, with a
black top having long or 3/4 sleeves
Black tights/socks and black shoes
Red or blue STB scarf

No excessive jewellery
No sequins or sparkles
No plunging necklines, rising slits low-cut backs, or displays of midriff
Black STB fleece - for outdoors concerts
For summer outdoor gigs members can wear the following:
¼ length sleeves, plain sunglasses,
sunhats - hats should only be worn when required by the individual for sun protection, they
are not compulsory nor a fashion accessory whilst wearing band uniform
• plain straw/sand coloured, no additional colours
• no logos
• no ribbon or black ribbon only, no tails, no bows bigger than the ribbon
• no excessive brim
• no baseball/trucker caps
Please also remember to have water and sun cream with you
Purchase of branded items
Scarves, ties and stand banners are provided. Fleeces are purchased from the Uniform rep
at a cost of £15. Band members are expected to provide all other uniform items.

